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Neighborhood Poverty and Allostatic Load in African American Youth

WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Allostatic load (AL), a biomarker of cardiometabolic risk, predicts the onset of the chronic diseases of aging including cardiac disease, diabetes, hypertension, and stroke. Socioeconomic-related stressors, such as low family income, are associated with AL.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: African American youth who grow up in neighborhoods in which poverty levels increase across adolescence evince high AL. The study also highlights the benefits of emotional support in ameliorating this association.

abstract

OBJECTIVE: This study was designed to determine whether living in a neighborhood in which poverty levels increase across adolescence is associated with heightened levels of allostatic load (AL), a biological composite reflecting cardiometabolic risk. The researchers also sought to determine whether receipt of emotional support could ameliorate the effects of increases in neighborhood poverty on AL.

METHODS: Neighborhood concentrations of poverty were obtained from the Census Bureau for 420 African American youth living in rural Georgia when they were 11 and 19 years of age. AL was measured at age 19 by using established protocols for children and adolescents. When youth were 18, caregivers reported parental emotional support and youth assessed receipt of peer and mentor emotional support. Covariates included family poverty status at ages 11 and 19, family financial stress, parental employment status, youth stress, and youths’ unhealthful behaviors.

RESULTS: Youth who lived in neighborhoods in which poverty levels increased from ages 11 to 19 evinced the highest levels of AL even after accounting for the individual-level covariates. The association of increasing neighborhood poverty across adolescence with AL was not significant for youth who received high emotional support.

CONCLUSIONS: This study is the first to show an association between AL and residence in a neighborhood that increases in poverty. It also highlights the benefits of supportive relationships in ameliorating this association. Pediatrics 2014;134:e1362–e1368
Life in a low socioeconomic status (SES) rural environment and the stressors that accompany it are associated with a host of detrimental biological profiles that contribute to racial disparities in health across the life span.1,2 The concept of allostatic load (AL) suggests that adaptation to SES-related stress can “weather” tissues and organs that lie downstream of stress response systems, creating wear and tear on the body as a consequence of frequent or protracted activation of these pathways.3–7 AL is a biomarker of cardiometabolic risk characterized by multisystem dysregulation. It is operationally defined by composite indicators that reflect the activity of stress response systems, such as the sympathetic nervous system and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, and bodily processes influenced by their outflow, such as lipid metabolism, fat deposition, and immune functioning.8 AL predicts the onset of chronic diseases including hypertension, cardiac disease, diabetes, stroke, and all-cause mortality.9 A hypothesis proposed in the pediatric health disparities literature that has not received empirical attention concerns the possibility that living in a high-poverty neighborhood during childhood, adolescence, or both will engender heightened levels of AL in youth, with downstream health consequences.2 Little is known about the health of youth, African American or not, who experience changes in neighborhood contexts. Neighborhood socioeconomic conditions shift over time as a consequence of broader socioeconomic upheavals such as the recession of 2007–2010. Even without moving out of a neighborhood, many African American children still reside in progressively lower SES areas over time.10 The process of change in neighborhoods over time is called neighborhood dynamics. A primary aim of this study was to determine the effects that changes in neighborhood poverty levels have on rural African American youths’ AL in a cohort followed from ages 11 to 19.

The current study also addressed protective effects. Research involving children and adolescents suggests that receipt of emotional support from parents11–13 and peers14,15 is capable of offsetting some of the risky neuroendocrine, metabolic, inflammatory, and cardiovascular profiles that tend to develop after exposure to adversity.12 We investigated the possibility that the receipt of emotional support during adolescence has a protective effect, reducing the impact of increases in neighborhood poverty on AL in rural African American youth.

METHODS
Sample
The sample comprised African American target youth and their primary caregivers, who participated in 9 annual data collections. Youths’ mean age was 11.2 years at the beginning of the larger study in 2000–2001 and 19.2 years at the last assessment in 2009–2010. The families resided in 9 rural counties in Georgia, in small towns and communities in which poverty rates are among the highest in the nation and unemployment rates are above the national average.16 Of the youth in the sample, 53% were girls and 47% were boys. At baseline, 78% of the caregivers had completed high school or earned a general equivalency diploma. Although the primary caregivers in the sample worked an average of 39.4 hours per week, 46.3% lived below federal poverty standards, with a median family income of $1655 per month. At the last assessment, the proportion was 49.1% with a median income of $1169. The increase in the proportion of families living in poverty and the decrease in family income over time may have resulted from the economic recession that was occurring during 2009 and 2010, when the last wave of data were collected.

At the first assessment, 667 families were selected randomly from lists that schools provided of their fifth-grade students; Brody and colleagues17 described the recruitment process in detail. From a sample of 561 at the age 18 data collection (a retention rate of 84%), 500 adolescents were selected randomly to participate in the assessment of AL; of this subsample, 489 agreed to participate. The current study was based upon the 420 participants (193 men and 227 women) who agreed to participate in the assessment of AL and provided data on all measures at the age 19 data collection. Comparisons, using independent t tests and χ² tests, of the 420 youth who provided data at age 19 with the 69 who did not revealed no differences on any demographic or study variable.

Procedure
All data were collected in participants’ homes by 2 African American field researchers using a standardized protocol. At each data collection wave, participants were compensated $100 and informed consent was obtained. Caregivers consented to minor youths’ participation in the study, and minor youth assented to their own participation. Youth age 18 and older consented to their own participation.

Measures
Childhood Neighborhood Poverty
Childhood data were collected at the first wave, when the target youth were 11 years of age. Neighborhood poverty concentrations were assessed by using the 2000 STF3A census tract data, which was geocoded with each participant’s residential address in 2000. The mean of the proportion of households in a census tract below the federal poverty level was 20.2 (SD = 7.7).

Neighborhood Poverty in Adolescence
At age 19, neighborhood poverty concentration was assessed by using the
US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey. This nationwide survey is taken every year to collect data about the demographic, social, economic, and housing characteristics of the American population. The mean percentage of households in participants’ tract-level neighborhoods whose income fell below the federal poverty level was 23.4 (SD = 9.1).

**AL**

Youths’ AL was measured at age 19 by using protocols established for field studies involving children and adolescents. Resting blood pressure was monitored with Dinamap Pro 100 (Critikon; Tampa, FL) while the youth sat reading quietly. Three readings were taken every 2 minutes, and the average of the last 2 readings was used as the resting index. This procedure yields highly reliable indices of resting blood pressure. Overnight urine samples were collected for assays of catecholamines and cortisol. Beginning on the evening of data collection, all urine that a youth voided from 8 PM to 8 AM was stored on ice in a container with metabisulfite as a preservative. Total volume was recorded, and four 10-mL samples were randomly extracted and deep frozen at −80°C until assays were completed. The frozen urine was delivered to the Emory University Hospital medical laboratory in Atlanta, Georgia, for assaying. Total unbound cortisol was assayed with a radioimmune assay. Epinephrine and norepinephrine were assayed with high-pressure liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection. Creatinine was assayed to control for differences in body size and incomplete urine voiding. Technicians blind to the study assayed the samples. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters. In the current study, mean BMI was 27.5 (SD = 7.9), with 51.7% of the participants classified as overweight (BMI ≥ 25).

We calculated AL by summing the number of physiologic indicators on which each emerging adult scored in the top quartile of risk; possible scores ranged from 0 to 6. The AL indicators included overnight cortisol, epinephrine, and norepinephrine; resting diastolic and systolic blood pressure; and BMI (weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters). Previous studies of AL in adults and adolescents have included similar metrics, combining multiple physiologic indicators of risk into 1 total AL index. The mean number of indicators that were above the top quartile of risk was 1.5.

**Emotional Support**

Emotional support included assessments of parent, peer, and mentor support at the age 18 data collection. Each youth’s primary caregiver responded to the 11-item Family Support Inventory. Cronbach’s α for the scale was 0.94. Peer support was measured by using youth reports on the 4-item Emotional Support subscale from the Carver Support Scale. Support from an adult mentor was assessed with the Mentor Relationship Index; an adult mentor reported on positivity with the youth in the study. Cronbach’s α was 0.74. The parent, peer, and mentor indicators were standardized and summed to form a composite of emotional support for which Cronbach’s α was 0.98.

**Covariates**

Covariates examined in the current study included gender; family poverty status at age 11, age 19, and their interaction; family financial stress; primary caregiver employment status; and youths’ diet, smoking, alcohol use, and perceived life stress at age 19. Family poverty status was categorized by using US government criteria of an income-to-needs ratio ≤ 1.5. Youths’ primary caregivers were categorized as unemployed if the caregiver did not have a job. Family financial stress was operationalized through unmet material needs such as inadequate food and clothing, an inability to pay bills, and inadequate resources for obtaining health insurance and medical care. An unhealthy diet, smoking, and alcohol use were measured with items from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey. Youths’ perceptions of life stress were measured by using the Life Stress scale from the MacArthur Successful Aging Battery.

**Analytic Strategy**

The first aim was to determine whether adolescents who remained in the same neighborhoods over time and whose neighborhood poverty levels increased would evince higher AL levels. The second aim was to examine the protective effects of emotional support. These research aims pose 2 data analytic challenges. First, the data are hierarchically nested (individual participants nested within neighborhoods), and participants living in the same neighborhoods will be influenced by common neighborhood environments. Because observations are potentially interdependent, traditional regression models will not control for this multilevel data structure. In this study, to avoid this problem with AL, a dependent measure that is a count variable, Models 1 through 3 were undertaken. These multilevel Poisson models were executed by using the Stata 12 statistical software (Stata Corp, College Station, TX) on a sample of participants who resided in the same neighborhood across time. To determine whether the results obtained would change when participants who moved during the course of the study were included in the analyses and to address selection bias, we executed a cross-classified multilevel Poisson
model. This model enabled us to examine the poverty status of more than 1 neighborhood for participants who moved between 2000 and 2010. The selection bias issue (do participants who move differ from those who do not move) was addressed in the data analytic scheme by using inverse probability of treatment weights. We included residential stability as the selection bias variable in the first part of the analysis. A propensity score was then calculated for the likelihood of a participant’s staying in his or her neighborhood until 2010 from a logistic regression equation including neighborhood poverty level at age 11; youth gender; family poverty at ages 11 and 19; caregiver employment status; youth perceived stress; family financial stress; and youth diet, smoking, and alcohol use at age 19. Differences between participants with similar propensity values are considered to be a function of staying in the year 2000 neighborhood rather than potential confounds. Thus, a model was executed (Model 4 in Table 1) that included all study participants: those who resided in the same neighborhood across time and those who did not, using the inverse of a propensity score weighting to adjust for selection out of age 11 neighborhoods.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 reveals descriptive statistics for the sample. Among the 420 participants, 284 nested in 41 census tracts remained in their childhood neighborhoods until 2010. Of these 41 census tracts, the mean proportion of households in the aggregate were below the federal poverty level was 21.5% (SD = 7.4) in 2000 and 24.8% (SD = 7.9) in 2010. A paired t test revealed that neighborhood poverty rates in adolescence were significantly higher than in childhood.

Data Analyses

The data analyses are presented in Table 2. Model 1 was designed to identify the main effects of neighborhood poverty at ages 11 and 19 on AL. After adjustments for individual-level covariates, the results indicated that neighborhood poverty levels at age 19 predicted AL at age 19. An increase of 1 SD in neighborhood poverty in adolescence was associated with a 23% increase in AL, odds ratio = 1.23, P < .05. Family-level poverty at both time points, their interaction, the other covariates, and childhood neighborhood poverty were not related to AL. This analysis was re-executed (not shown in Table 2) to determine whether childhood neighborhood poverty forecast AL without current neighborhood poverty in the equation. Again, childhood neighborhood poverty did not forecast AL.

Model 2 estimated the contribution of changes in neighborhood poverty to AL. With the individual-level covariates, including family-level poverty status at ages 11 and 19 and their interaction controlled, the results of Model 2 revealed a significant interaction effect for neighborhood poverty at ages 11 and 19 on AL, odds ratio = 0.88, P < .05. To interpret the interaction of neighborhood poverty at 2000 and 2010, we plotted estimated AL at low (1 SD below the mean) and high (1 SD above the mean) levels of neighborhood poverty in adolescence. Low neighborhood poverty in childhood was also defined as 1 SD below the sample mean (<1 SD), and high neighborhood poverty in childhood was defined as 1 SD above the sample mean (+1 SD). As Fig 1 reveals, the highest levels of AL at age 19 occurred among African American youth who lived in low-poverty neighborhoods during childhood and high-poverty neighborhoods during adolescence (b = 0.21, P < .05). Thus, African American youth for whom neighborhood poverty levels increased over time evinced the highest AL levels, even when accounting for the individual-level covariates.

The protective effects of emotional support were addressed in Model 3 in Table 2. Emotional support was added to the multiplicative interaction of neighborhood poverty at 2000 and 2010 as a predictor of AL at age 19 while accounting for all the individual-level covariates. Consistent with the study hypothesis, this 3-way interaction was
significant (odds ratio = 1.20, \( P < .05 \)); Fig 2 illustrates the interaction effect. Figure 2 reveals that the highest levels of AL at age 19 emerged for youth who both lived in neighborhoods in which poverty levels increased across adolescence and received low levels of protective emotional support (\( b = 0.61, \ P < .001 \)). Youth receiving high levels of emotional support did not evince an association between increases in neighborhood poverty and AL.

The analysis presented in Model 3 was repeated by using a cross-classified multilevel Poisson model with propensity score weighting to adjust for selection out of age 11 neighborhoods. As depicted in Model 4, Table 2, the results of this analysis were identical to the ones depicted in Models 2 and 3, indicating that, after adjustments were made for potential selection biases and individual-level covariates, the study findings did not change.

**DISCUSSION**

The current study is the first to examine the ways in which changes in...
neighborhood poverty are associated with AL. Rural African American youth who resided in a low-poverty neighborhood at age 11 and a high-poverty neighborhood at age 19 evinced the highest levels of AL. This finding persisted after we accounted for gender; family-level poverty status at age 11, at age 19, and their interaction; primary caregiver employment status; adolescent perceived stress; and youth diet, smoking, and alcohol use at age 19. The results also demonstrated the protective effects of emotional support from others in the adolescents’ social networks in ameliorating neighborhood effects on AL.

The results are consistent with previous literature that has identified protective effects of emotional support on physiologic responses to stress. Of relevance to pediatric clinical practice, efficacious family-centered prevention programs that are designed to enhance emotional support are available for rural African American children and youth. Participation in these programs has demonstrated stress-buffering effects on adolescent cytokine levels, and telomere lengths. Encouraging participation in prevention programs like these, along with helping children and adolescents living in high-poverty neighborhoods find a primary source of medical care, which pediatric health professionalsterm a medical home, could mitigate the effects of chronic neighborhood stress on AL.

The study findings signify that living in neighborhoods characterized by increasing levels of poverty has biological significance across multiple physiologic systems. At present, the mechanisms responsible for the neighborhood dynamics effects are unknown. Increasing exposure to crime, violence, and drug use, along with lack of safe recreational areas, transportation systems, and limited health care options are factors through which living in increasingly poor rural neighborhoods may influence AL. Future research should investigate whether exposure to increases in these neighborhood-level stressors account for this study’s findings.

Some aspects of the study constitute possible limitations. An expanded AL composite, covering additional physiologic systems that can be assessed by using blood draws, would be important for future research. Second, the study did not account for pubertal timing or development. Because assessments of pubertal maturation such as the Tanner scales are associated with sex steroid levels that influence neuroendocrine responses to stress, the inclusion of Tanner assessments in future research may facilitate more refined conclusions about neighborhood poverty and AL. Third, the use of inverse probability of treatment weighting to minimize selection bias does not rule out selection bias entirely; precision will increase as additional factors are measured and included. Fourth, it is not known whether the results of this study are generalizable to urban African Americans or to individuals of other ethnicities living in either rural or urban communities. Finally, although we accounted for a range of individual-level covariates, others, such as major life events and acute financial occurrences, should be included in future research. Despite these limitations, the study provides evidence that living in neighborhood environments that become poorer over time is reflected in rural African American youths’ AL, but only when they do not receive high levels of emotional support.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study reveal that AL, a measure of cardiometabolic risk, is associated with living, across childhood and adolescence, in neighborhoods in which poverty levels increase. This association did not emerge when youth received high levels of emotional support. This underscores the importance of relational support to youths’ stress reactivity.
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